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Requirements for Reddit CMS Post: 

Note: Reddit CMS posting service is offline daily from 11PM to 5AM GMT 

1) Provide us with: Title (70 characters max) 

a. Example of Reddit post title: 

i. YourTokenName [Launch October 4th] The Latest Protocol $YOURTOKEN 

b. Avoid words such as: 

i. Moon, scam, dxlock, lock, shitcoin, 100x, and anything to do with 

degenerate crypto trading behaviour or low quality shill content. 

 

2) Provide us with: Finalised post content 

a. Minimum 1000 characters (no exceptions) 

b. No more than 2 emojis in a row and emojis cannot start a new line (see example) 

i. Example of 2 emojis in a row: Presale Soon!🚨🚨 

c. Links must be written, not hyperlinked 

i. Example of links: 

1. Join Telegram: https://t.me/YourTokenName 

2. Website: https://YourTokenName.com/ 

3. Twitter: https://twitter.com/YourTokenName 

ii. No URL shorteners: (example: bitly.com, etc.) 

iii. No poocoin links (post will get removed immediately) 

iv. No more than 5 URLS 

v. You MUST write the post as an outsider (not affiliated with token team)  

d. Also consider these rules from CMS (see examples below): 

Example for reddit post is on the next page: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Below is an example of a Reddit post that meets all criteria: 

 

Title: YourTokenName [Launch October 4th] ⭕️ The Latest Protocol! Presale Soon!🚨🚨 

 

YourTokenName was just a vision of two co-founders just a few months ago. The community never let go 

and has managed to bring significant increase in investor reach for YourTokenName in just a few days. 

YourTokenName is however still a micro-cap tokenised asset sitting just around $500,000 market cap 

with a dedicated and ever-growing community of YTN (YourTokenName) fans! YourTokenName has 

officially taken off on its journey to success and you’re all welcome to join the ride once you’ve done your 

due diligence! 

 

YourTokenName’s contract was launched back in August and during this time the token faced difficulty 

getting traction. However with consistent efforts from our team and dedicated holders, the community 

never gave up! Today we are heading straight to the top position on crypto leaderboard ranking 

websites! YTN is one of the few BSC tokens that make it to get listed on CMC! YTN is about to trend on 

the top gainers list from our massive price increase and it would be great to have everyone else take 

advantage of this opportunity! The contract is audited, trade volume is 100k+/day, LP is locked for 3 years 

and it’s safe to say that YTN has a solid cult like base following. This is a recipe for a success from all 

angles! 

 

Token Details & Features 📝: 

- Token Name: Your Token Name 

- Token Symbol: $YOURTOKENNAME 

- Token Type: BEP-20 (PancakeSwap V2) 

- Contract Source Code Verified on BSCScan ✅ 

- 50% LP Tokens Burned: 450,000,000,000,000 🔥 

- Total Supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000 💎 

- Circulating supply: 550,000,000,000,000 

- Liquidity Locked with DxSale for 3 Years 🔐 

- Advanced Anti-Whale Feature 🐳 

 

Tax Distribution (8% Total TX Fee) 📊 

- 5% Marketing & Community Funds 🤲 

- 5% Auto Liquidity 💦  

 

 

YourTokenName just introduced governance utility for the YTN token. YTN holders can now vote on 

future project decisions, and how the community funds are managed! The first vote is happening soon to 

determine how the marketing budget would be spent since we had recently reached their 2,000 holder 

milestone! More info on Governance can be found on their website. 

 

Check out the socials and join us in getting YourTokenName to Mars ⭕️ 

 

Socials 🌐 

- Twitter: https://twiter.com/YourTokenName 

- Telegram: https://t.me/YourTokenName 

- Website:  https://YourTokenName.com 


